1. Introduction {#mp13496-sec-0005}
===============

Distribution of intravenously administered iodinated contrast agent in the lungs can be used as a marker for pulmonary perfusion, for instance for assessing severity of pulmonary vascular obstruction, compression, or constriction,[1](#mp13496-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#mp13496-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} and for characterization of lung masses[3](#mp13496-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} and of interstitial lung disease.[4](#mp13496-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Various computed tomography (CT) techniques exist to image the iodine distribution in the pulmonary parenchyma. One option is to perform subtraction CT (Fig. [1](#mp13496-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}), which has been implemented in clinical practice to depict perfusion defects caused by pulmonary embolism.[5](#mp13496-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#mp13496-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} This technique generates an iodine map by subtracting a precontrast CT image from a contrast‐enhanced CT image. After removal of vessels, filtering, and adding an appropriate color scale, this iodine map reflects iodine distribution in the pulmonary parenchyma. However, an optimal temporal subtraction is only possible if location differences are absent and the two images are identical in geometry, so that any differences between the images are only caused by the iodinated contrast.

![3 mm axial reconstruction of CT pulmonary angiography (CTPA) with an iodine map created with subtraction CT, with a 100 kV CTPA image as underlay. The image displays wedge‐shaped perfusion defects caused by bilateral pulmonary emboli. \[Color figure can be viewed at <http://wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](MP-46-2264-g001){#mp13496-fig-0001}

Currently, the accuracy of the registration algorithm, for example, whether or not it can compensate for the influence of respiratory and cardiac motion between two consecutive scans, which is the limited factor for subtraction CT imaging to be in widespread use,[7](#mp13496-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#mp13496-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} is the major discussion point, and therefore, it is the focus of this paper. Some registration algorithms have been evaluated in challenges such as the EMPIRE10 image registration challenge[9](#mp13496-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} with resulting accuracies of the landmarks for the top ten algorithms between 0.63 and 0.84 mm. However, these evaluations focused on lung imaging for nodule characterization, and therefore only used a limited number of landmarks. In these studies, landmarks were manually selected, annotated, and matched to the closest observer choice. This explains why distance values varied from 0 mm (perfect agreement with one of the observers) up to 67.1 mm.[9](#mp13496-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Second, potentially relevant locations for pathology depiction, such as parenchymatous pulmonary locations, do not contain landmarks and therefore cannot be evaluated in such a way. Overall, determining if a registration algorithm for subtraction CT is sufficiently accurate for a specific diagnostic application depends on the size scale of said application, as found for registration in radiotherapy applications.[10](#mp13496-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} For example, perfusion defects caused by most clinically relevant pulmonary embolisms are in centimeter range.[11](#mp13496-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} In addition, for the clinical task of assessing the lung parenchyma for perfusion imaging, evaluation of movement across all lung voxels is a better performance metric than using a limited number of landmarks. Therefore, the goal of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of motion correction under a variety of conditions in three registration algorithms for subtraction chest CT.

2. Methods and materials {#mp13496-sec-0006}
========================

2.A.. Anthropomorphic phantom {#mp13496-sec-0007}
-----------------------------

To compare the voxel‐by‐voxel alignment of two images after registration, a digital phantom with known ground truth was used. These were generated using the improved 4D extended cardiac‐torso (XCAT) anthropomorphic digital phantom (Duke University, Durham, NC, USA) at different inspiration levels and cardiac phases, in addition to other varying conditions like whole body displacement, different intravenous iodine concentration, presence or absence of beam hardening artifacts simulated by adding titanium pins in the spine, addition of nodules in the lungs, wedge‐shaped perfusion defects in the pulmonary parenchyma of the contrast‐enhanced image, and different noise level. This digital phantom provides a virtual model of patient anatomy and physiology including pulmonary vasculature and bronchopulmonary structures up to the terminal branches, without collision of structures.[12](#mp13496-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#mp13496-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} The phantom, based on ICRP Publication 89 data, is commonly used in imaging research due to the flexibility of its nonuniform rational basis spline (NURBS)‐based surface primitives, variation in anatomy, motion, and variable spatial resolution, that can be simulated. The patient motion was modeled using 4D‐tagged magnetic resonance imaging data (cardiac motion) and 4D high‐resolution respiratory‐gated CT data (respiratory motion).[12](#mp13496-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} These advantages also make it ideal for evaluation of registration algorithms.[13](#mp13496-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}

The XCAT phantom allows for the specification of more than 200 parameters, including contrast administration comparable to clinical practice, patient and scan characteristics, and respiratory and cardiac phase. This allows manipulation of the voxel values representing different tissues with enhanced attenuation due to the presence of intravenous‐iodinated contrast agent. In this way, phantoms could be simulated representing a patient being scanned at different respiratory phases with and without contrast.

The following settings were used for the XCAT phantom realizations: inclusion of the entire chest, arm position above the shoulders, respiratory motion (12 breaths per minute) and cardiac motion (60 bpm), 12 output frames, isotropic voxels (1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 mm^3^), attenuation values of the spine were set equivalent to those of the ribs, making them more realistic, and 64 subvoxels/voxel. Subvoxels are used to estimate the mean attenuation of all the tissues that are contained within a single voxel with higher accuracy. All other parameters were set to default.

2.B.. Variations in phantom {#mp13496-sec-0008}
---------------------------

First, to study clinically relevant inspiration differences, 100 clinical subtraction CT pulmonary angiography cases from our institution were retrospectively evaluated by measuring the difference in diaphragm positions between precontrast and contrast‐enhanced scans. Patients received instructions to hold their breath after shallow breathing during both scans. It was found that the mean difference was 6 mm, with 20 mm being the 98th percentile. One contrast‐enhanced image was generated at the first moment of the cardiac and breathing phases, followed by 11 different output images with a variation in diaphragm level and cardiac phase at a respiratory cycle of 5 s (Table [1](#mp13496-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}, columns 1 and 2). Figure [2](#mp13496-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} shows examples of two images at different respiratory and cardiac phases (at 0% and 8.3% of the RR interval) with and without iodine contrast. To test for systematic registration errors, pairs of images were generated at two identical respiratory and cardiac phases: one containing intravenous contrast and one without intravenous contrast.

###### 

The median, interquartile range, and the 95th percentile of the true displacements for different diaphragm position differences within an interval of 2--20 mm and different cardiac phases between precontrast and contrast‐enhanced CT images

  Diaphragm position difference   Cardiac phase (RR interval)   Median displacement (mm)   25th--75th--95th percentile range (mm)
  ------------------------------- ----------------------------- -------------------------- ----------------------------------------
  3 mm                            42%                           0.78                       0.36--1.82--3.09
  8 mm                            83%                           1.94                       0.87--4.39--7.40
  14 mm                           25%                           3.53                       1.54--8.05--13.72
  19 mm                           67%                           4.70                       2.02--10.74--18.31
  20 mm                           8.3%                          5.04                       2.14--11.51--19.59
  19 mm                           50%                           4.75                       2.03--10.89--18.60
  16 mm                           92%                           4.01                       1.73--9.08--15.41
  12 mm                           33%                           3.03                       1.32--6.90--11.76
  8 mm                            75%                           1.93                       0.87--4.36--7.35
  4 mm                            17%                           0.95                       0.44--2.18--3.67
  2 mm                            58%                           0.36                       0.18--0.85--1.45
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![Coronal slices of the XCAT phantom, after CT simulation (window width/window level (ww/wl): 500/80). The voxels are 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 mm^3^. (left) The precontrast scan at inspiration and (right) the contrast‐enhanced scan at expiration. The difference in position of the dome of the diaphragm (yellow horizontal lines) is 20 mm. \[Color figure can be viewed at <http://wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](MP-46-2264-g002){#mp13496-fig-0002}

Second, to investigate whole body movement of the patient or movement caused by table movement, the images of the precontrast scan were shifted in the X, Y, and Z directions. A displacement of 30 mm was introduced in the X and Y directions and a 20 mm displacement in Z direction. In all situations, the entire lung was included in the CT image. The influence of these displacements was tested with identical cardiac and breathing phase in the precontrast and contrast‐enhanced image and with 8 mm (average clinical difference and closest available to 6 mm) and 20 mm diaphragm difference (largest clinical difference) of the precontrast image compared to the contrast‐enhanced image.

Third, to study the influence of iodine enhancement, the concentration of the iodine was varied by a factor of 2 and 0.5. The influence of varying enhancement level was again tested using the identical precontrast and contrast‐enhanced phase, and with the 8 and 20 mm difference in diaphragm level between the precontrast and contrast‐enhanced scans. The enhancement of iodine was determined with a circular region‐of‐interest (ROI) in the pulmonary truncus after CT simulation of the images was obtained.

Fourth, the influence of beam hardening artifacts was investigated. Since the artifacts from the ribs and spine were minor, three pairs of titanium pedicle screws with two connecting vertical rods were added to the thoracic spine (T6--T8). The screws and rods had a diameter of 8 mm. The registration algorithms were tested for the 0, 8, and 20 mm difference and the influence on the iodine map was shown.

Finally, two relevant pathological pulmonary entities were implemented in the phantom: nodules and perfusion defects in the lung parenchyma. Two nodules represented as spheres with a diameter of 5 mm and with attenuation values equivalent to liver tissue were added to the upper lung and close to the diaphragm. Movement of nodules between the different respiratory levels was simulated according to the movement of the center voxel in the nodules. The registration performance was tested at the same respiratory levels as previously, and the depiction of the nodules in the iodine maps for different enhancement levels and registration performance was evaluated by comparing the residual error of the location of nodule, with the size of the nodule. The influence of the presence of a wedge‐shaped perfusion defect on the registration performance was evaluated by creating wedge‐shaped perfusion in the upper and lower lungs. For this, the difference in pulmonary parenchyma enhancement between the wedge‐shaped area representing a perfusion defect and the normally perfused pulmonary parenchyma was set to 10%. These perfusion defects were added in two locations; close to the diaphragm with a maximum diameter of 25 and 50 mm, and, in the upper lung with a radius of 25 mm. The influence on the registration of the algorithm of these three perfusion defects was studied for the 0, 8, and 20 mm diaphragm differences. Finally, the iodine map was generated from the registered and subtracted CT images to determine whether the perfusion defects were shown on the iodine map. To perform an initial evaluation of the impact of the resulting registration residual errors on the visibility of perfusion defects, their detectability after varying registration performance by the commercially available product was evaluated by one thoracic radiologist, blinded to their location.

2.C.. Image simulation {#mp13496-sec-0009}
----------------------

The values of the voxels in the XCAT phantom represent linear attenuation coefficients at a specific user‐defined x‐ray energy. To generate realistic phantom images, phantom realizations for x‐ray energies were generated from 10 to 100 keV, in 1 keV steps. Using the TASMICS software from Hernandez and Boone,[14](#mp13496-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} an x‐ray spectrum with a tube potential of 100 kV and an added filter thickness of 17.4 mm aluminum was generated, resulting in a first half value layer (HVL) of 8.28 mm Al. This first HVL value was similar to measurements on the CT scanner in our radiology department (Aquilion ONE GENESIS edition, Canon Medical Systems, Otawara, Japan). The monoenergetic attenuation values of each voxel were used in a polychromatic simulation to generate realistic CT images. For this, the monoenergetic attenuation phantom data for each energy bin was forward projected and combined into polychromatic projections using the above‐mentioned normalized x‐ray spectrum. Then, Poisson quantum noise was added to the projections and the logarithm was taken. Finally, a water precorrection was applied and an analytic filtered back projection reconstruction with a clinically relevant filter kernel was performed. The resulting polychromatic CT images were rescaled to Hounsfield Units (HU).

Initially, the level of quantum noise added was set to be equivalent to the noise variance found in ROIs in the liver in clinical CT scans. This resulted in the setting of the unattenuated photon count incident at each detector pixel being set at 8,000 photons. To investigate the influence of noise, the simulated radiation dose was then decreased by a factor of 10 and increased by a factor of 2.

2.D.. Analysis {#mp13496-sec-0010}
--------------

In addition to the phantom realizations, the XCAT program also outputs a map of 3D deformation vectors with the true voxel‐by‐voxel displacement between the two generated images. The displacement of each voxel was described in the X‐, Y‐, and Z‐directions. This ground truth was compared to the results of each registration algorithm to obtain the voxel‐by‐voxel residual error both in each direction and in absolute terms. This analysis was performed only on the lung voxels, identified as such using the lung mask generated by the XCAT phantom. Although the individual‐direction residual errors were obtained, in the results we presented only the absolute magnitude of the residual errors due to space and clarity constraints. These were shown using the median, 25th, 75th, and 95th percentile. For conciseness, histograms were shown only when results varied substantially with varying conditions. The calculations and analyses were performed in Matlab.

2.E.. Image registration algorithms {#mp13496-sec-0011}
-----------------------------------

Registration between the simulated precontrast and contrast‐enhanced CT images was tested for three different algorithms. Algorithm A, CMRE NRR v1.0, is a commercially available registration‐ and motion‐correction algorithm used in clinical practice (SURE Subtraction Lung, version 6.0, Canon Medical Systems, Otawara, Japan).[15](#mp13496-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} This algorithm is mainly developed to image pulmonary perfusion by visualizing the iodine enhancement in the lungs, which can show perfusion defects caused by pulmonary embolism. Algorithm B is CMRE NRR v2.0 of the same SURE Subtraction Lung algorithm, which is a prototype and hence not yet commercially available. It allows for tissue sliding at the interface between the lung tissue and the pleura during registration.[16](#mp13496-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Algorithm C is the MEVIS DIS‐CO algorithm (Fraunhofer‐Gesellschaft, Lübeck, Germany),[17](#mp13496-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} which is designed for correction of large respiratory motion by integrating sparse keypoint correspondences into a dense continuous optimization framework, which placed first in the EMPIRE 10 challenge. This registration algorithm was developed for large motion differences, for example, from patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases in whom accurate pulmonary registration leads to reliable quantification of local lung ventilation. Other applications are the estimation of tumor motion for radiotherapy treatment to save patient dose and the follow‐up of lung nodules during lung screening.

All three algorithms perform their own lung segmentation prior to determination of the displacement field between precontrast and contrast‐enhanced scans. No user‐specified parameters were needed during the execution of the registration algorithm.

3. Results {#mp13496-sec-0012}
==========

3.A.. Influence of different diaphragm levels and cardiac phases {#mp13496-sec-0013}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Table [1](#mp13496-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} shows the true displacements for the different diaphragm position differences and cardiac phases, during one respiratory cycle, between the precontrast and contrast‐enhanced scan, while Table [2](#mp13496-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"} shows the median, the interquartile ranges, and the 95th percentile of the residual errors for the three algorithms. While algorithm A did not introduce errors when images of the same respiratory phase were selected as input, algorithm B and C did estimate a deformation field, with a small median residual error. In general for all three algorithms, the residual error increased with larger diaphragm differences between the two scans. Figure [3](#mp13496-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} shows the histogram of the residual error per voxel for the 3, 8, and 20 mm diaphragm position difference resulting from algorithm A. The other algorithms show comparable graphs. The clinical average diaphragm difference (8 mm), showed a median residual error below 0.54 mm, implying that the median residual error was almost half of the voxel size of 1.0 mm. The distribution in residual errors for the 20 mm difference is shown in Fig. [4](#mp13496-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} for all three algorithms. Even for a large diaphragm position difference between the precontrast and contrast‐enhanced CT scans, the median residual error was below 1 mm for all algorithms, again smaller than one voxel. The algorithms showed similar results, but overall algorithm B had the smallest residual error.

###### 

The median, interquartile range, and the 95th percentile of the residual errors of each registration algorithm for diaphragm position differences between 0 and 20 mm and different cardiac phases between precontrast and contrast‐enhanced CT images

  Diaphragm position difference   Cardiac phase (RR interval)   Registration algorithm   Median residual error (mm)   25th--75th--95th percentile range (mm)
  ------------------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------ ---------------------------- ----------------------------------------
  0 mm                            0%                            A                        0                            0--0--0
                                                                B                        0.29                         0.19--0.44--1.06
                                                                C                        0.33                         0.23--0.51--1.22
  3 mm                            42%                           A                        0.32                         0.30--0.76--1.43
                                                                B                        0.26                         0.17--0.39--1.34
                                                                C                        0.38                         0.23--0.65--1.71
  8 mm                            83%                           A                        0.49                         0.30--0.76--1.42
                                                                B                        0.49                         0.32--0.75--1.67
                                                                C                        0.54                         0.34--0.86--1.73
  14 mm                           25%                           A                        0.62                         0.42--1.14--3.65
                                                                B                        0.70                         0.37--1.05--2.97
                                                                C                        0.75                         0.45--1.24--3.04
  19 mm                           67%                           A                        0.83                         0.50--1.44--5.61
                                                                B                        0.81                         0.49--1.37--3.50
                                                                C                        0.88                         0.52--1.49--3.86
  20 mm                           8.3%                          A                        0.85                         0.51--1.47--5.55
                                                                B                        0.82                         0.50--1.40--3.59
                                                                C                        0.91                         0.54--1.52--4.02
  19 mm                           50%                           A                        0.81                         0.48--1.47--6.58
                                                                B                        0.79                         0.48--1.39--3.96
                                                                C                        0.89                         0.53--1.55--4.32
  16 mm                           92%                           A                        0.72                         0.44--1.22--3.66
                                                                B                        0.66                         0.41--1.10--2.56
                                                                C                        0.80                         0.48--1.29--2.99
  12 mm                           33%                           A                        0.63                         0.39--1.05--3.40
                                                                B                        0.58                         0.36--0.97--2.76
                                                                C                        0.68                         0.41--1.13--2.82
  8 mm                            75%                           A                        0.49                         0.31--0.76--1.51
                                                                B                        0.48                         0.31--0.75--1.71
                                                                C                        0.55                         0.34--0.86--1.75
  4 mm                            17%                           A                        0.43                         0.28--0.68--1.61
                                                                B                        0.28                         0.19--0.42--1.13
                                                                C                        0.41                         0.26--0.68--1.59
  2 mm                            58%                           A                        0.26                         0.15--0.48--1.11
                                                                B                        0.25                         0.17--0.38--1.21
                                                                C                        0.32                         0.21--0.57--1.61
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![Histograms of the residual error of three different diaphragm positions of algorithm A. \[Color figure can be viewed at <http://wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](MP-46-2264-g003){#mp13496-fig-0003}

![The true displacement and the residual error of the displacement estimated by the three algorithms, for all voxels, tested for a diaphragm position difference of 20 mm between the two scans. The distribution shows the median (red line), the 25th--75th percentile (blue box), 5th--95th percentile (black whiskers), and the maximum outliers (red crosses). \[Color figure can be viewed at <http://wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](MP-46-2264-g004){#mp13496-fig-0004}

Figure [5](#mp13496-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} shows a 1 mm thick slice of the residual errors from the three algorithms at different positions in the lungs for the case with a diaphragm position difference of 20 mm. It can be seen that besides at the paracardiac regions, the region around the diaphragm does also present large errors. This section of the lungs undergoes the largest movement during breathing. The three tested algorithms show approximately the same residual error maps. Algorithm B shows the improvement of the registration algorithm compared to algorithm A in the paracardiac region, where algorithm C shows very small errors. The images look smooth because of the slow‐varying difference in voxel motion across adjacent voxels.

![The residual error of the three registration algorithms in axial slices at different levels of the lungs (approximate position depicted on the right) with a diaphragm difference of 20 mm between two scans. \[Color figure can be viewed at <http://wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](MP-46-2264-g005){#mp13496-fig-0005}

3.B.. Influence of whole body motion {#mp13496-sec-0014}
------------------------------------

Figure [6](#mp13496-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} shows the displacement in each direction when whole body motion was simulated. The results of the median residual error after registration with this whole body motion in each of the X, Y, and Z directions are shown in Table [3](#mp13496-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}, along with the corresponding results without this motion from Table [2](#mp13496-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}, for comparison purposes. In general, algorithm B seems to be affected by the presence of whole body motion, while the other two algorithms are not sensitive to this additional variation. This influence of each direction separately on the algorithm B is shown in Fig. [7](#mp13496-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}.

![Displacement in (left) X‐, (middle) Y‐, and (right) Z‐direction in the same slice position (ww/wl: 1600/−600).](MP-46-2264-g006){#mp13496-fig-0006}

###### 

The median of the residual errors of each registration algorithm for diaphragm position differences 0, 8, and 20 mm between precontrast and contrast‐enhanced CT images where a X, Y, or Z displacement was introduced at the precontrast scan

  Diaphragm position difference   Registration algorithm   Median residual errors (mm)                 
  ------------------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------------- ------ ------ ------
  0 mm                            A                        0                             0.24   0.38   0.31
                                  B                        0.29                          0.44   0.33   0.36
                                  C                        0.33                          0.37   0.38   0.35
  8 mm                            A                        0.49                          0.51   0.49   0.49
                                  B                        0.49                          0.78   0.73   0.57
                                  C                        0.54                          0.55   0.54   0.55
  20 mm                           A                        0.85                          0.88   0.87   0.87
                                  B                        0.82                          1.27   1.34   0.97
                                  C                        0.91                          0.90   0.90   0.90
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![Histograms of the residual errors of each voxel for the standard situation and for each of the three whole body movement changes at a diaphragm displacement of 20 mm between the precontrast and contrast‐enhanced scan for algorithm B. \[Color figure can be viewed at <http://wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](MP-46-2264-g007){#mp13496-fig-0007}

3.C.. Influence of iodine enhancement level {#mp13496-sec-0015}
-------------------------------------------

The mean enhancement, estimated over a circular region of interest on a single slice in the pulmonary truncus, was 275 HU with reduced iodine enhancement, 452 HU with standard enhancement, and 606 HU with high iodine enhancement. Figure [8](#mp13496-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} shows these three contrast‐enhanced images with the same window width/ window level. Table [4](#mp13496-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"} lists the median residual errors when varying the iodine enhancement with minimal influence of iodine on the residual error of the three algorithms for the 8 and 20 mm diaphragm differences. With a reduction of iodinated contrast, algorithm B did not show any initial errors anymore when the same respiratory precontrast and contrast‐enhanced level was used.

![(Left) The reduced iodine contrast concentration, (middle) the standard concentration, and (right) the increased concentration (ww/wl: 750/90) .](MP-46-2264-g008){#mp13496-fig-0008}

###### 

The median of the residual errors of each registration algorithm for diaphragm position differences 0, 8, and 20 mm between precontrast and contrast‐enhanced CT images. The contrast‐enhanced image had a reduced or an increased iodine enhancement compared to the standard situation

  Diaphragm position difference   Registration algorithm   Median residual errors (mm)          
  ------------------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------------- ------ ------
  0 mm                            A                        0                             0      0
                                  B                        0.29                          0      0.31
                                  C                        0.33                          0.33   0.33
  8 mm                            A                        0.49                          0.47   0.51
                                  B                        0.49                          0.47   0.51
                                  C                        0.54                          0.55   0.55
  20 mm                           A                        0.85                          0.84   0.87
                                  B                        0.82                          0.86   0.83
                                  C                        0.91                          0.90   0.90
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3.D.. Influence of beam hardening artifacts {#mp13496-sec-0016}
-------------------------------------------

Figure [9](#mp13496-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"} shows the titanium screws and rods in the spine (sagittal and axial plane) and the corresponding iodine map. The median residual errors of the registration algorithm in this situation are presented in Table [5](#mp13496-tbl-0005){ref-type="table"}; the impact of beam hardening artifacts caused by the strong material on the median residual error is small, whereas the impact on the iodine map is high, as is visible in Fig. [9](#mp13496-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}.

![From left to right: Titanium screws and rods with beam hardening artifacts on the axial image in ww/wl: 90/750, axial image on another slice, to show the dark line between the rods with ww/wl: 0/2000, and sagittal the pins T6 to T8, and the corresponding (right) iodine map.](MP-46-2264-g009){#mp13496-fig-0009}

###### 

The median of the residual errors of each registration algorithm for diaphragm position differences 0 mm, 8 mm, and 20 mm between precontrast and contrast‐enhanced CT images, without and with beam hardening artifacts caused by titanium screws and rods in the spine

  Diaphragm position difference   Registration algorithm   Median residual errors (mm)   
  ------------------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------------- ------
  0 mm                            A                        0                             0
                                  B                        0.29                          0.28
                                  C                        0.33                          0.31
  8 mm                            A                        0.49                          0.50
                                  B                        0.49                          0.49
                                  C                        0.54                          0.56
  20 mm                           A                        0.85                          0.87
                                  B                        0.82                          0.90
                                  C                        0.91                          0.92
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3.E.. Influence of the presence of nodules in the lungs {#mp13496-sec-0017}
-------------------------------------------------------

The locations of the two added nodules are indicated in Fig. [10](#mp13496-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}. Overall, the nodules have minimal influence on the registration algorithms, even reducing the resultant residual error in some cases (Table [6](#mp13496-tbl-0006){ref-type="table"}). Figure [11](#mp13496-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"} shows the iodine maps of the nodules and the registration errors in the same area. Here, the residual error of location 1 near the diaphragm is larger than 5 mm for the 20 mm difference in diaphragm level, which is larger than the size of the nodule, while the residual error of location 2 (upper lobe) is around 1 mm. For the 8 mm difference in diaphragm level, both nodules are in areas with residual errors below 2 mm.

![The locations of the nodules (arrows) in the contrast‐enhanced images on lung window (ww/wl: 1600/−600), (left) in the lower lobe, nearby the diaphragm --- location 2, and (right) in the upperlobe --- location 1. \[Color figure can be viewed at <http://wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](MP-46-2264-g010){#mp13496-fig-0010}

###### 

The median of the residual errors of each registration algorithm for diaphragm position differences of 0 mm, 8 mm, and 20 mm between precontrast and contrast‐enhanced CT images, without and with nodules

  Diaphragm position difference   Registration algorithm   Median residual errors (mm)          
  ------------------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------------- ------ ------
  0 mm                            A                        0                             0      0
                                  B                        0.29                          0.12   0.31
                                  C                        0.33                          0.33   0.32
  8 mm                            A                        0.49                          0.48   0.49
                                  B                        0.49                          0.49   0.49
                                  C                        0.54                          0.54   0.54
  20 mm                           A                        0.85                          0.87   0.86
                                  B                        0.82                          0.83   0.78
                                  C                        0.91                          0.90   0.90
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![(Left) The two iodine maps of algorithm A and the corresponding residual error map with (middle) 8 mm and (right) 20 mm difference in diaphragm level. The 5 mm sphere close to the diaphragm is located (red arrow) in an area with a residual error larger than the diameter of the nodule for the 20 mm, but not for the 8 mm. The nodule in the upper lobes lays in the residual error that shows smaller values than the nodule diameter. \[Color figure can be viewed at <http://wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](MP-46-2264-g011){#mp13496-fig-0011}

3.F.. Influence of the presence of perfusion defects {#mp13496-sec-0018}
----------------------------------------------------

The influence of the perfusion defects on the registration algorithms can be seen in Table [7](#mp13496-tbl-0007){ref-type="table"}, and it shows a similar impact as the presence of nodules. There is a minimal difference in the median residual error of the registration algorithms compared to the images without perfusion defects. Figure [12](#mp13496-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of the iodine map for all locations using algorithm A, with a 20 mm difference. It indicates that a perfusion defect with a diameter of 50 mm is visible in the lower lobe (location 1), an area with a high median residual error of 7.66 mm. Smaller perfusion defects (25 mm) in the same area (location 2) were not visible, while they were equivocally detectable when placed in the upper lobe (location 3), where the median residual error was only 0.85 mm.

###### 

The median of the residual errors of each registration algorithm for diaphragm position differences of 0, 8, and 20 mm between precontrast and contrast‐enhanced CT images, without and with perfusion defects in the contrast‐enhanced image. Location 1: radius of 25 mm close to the diaphragm, location 2: radius of 12.5 mm close to the diaphragm, and location 3: radius of 50 mm in the apex

  Diaphragm position difference   Registration algorithm   Median residual errors (mm)                 
  ------------------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------------- ------ ------ ------
  0 mm                            A                        0                             0      0      0
                                  B                        0.29                          0.27   0.32   0.33
                                  C                        0.33                          0.33   0.33   0.33
  8 mm                            A                        0.49                          0.49   0.50   0.49
                                  B                        0.49                          0.52   0.51   0.51
                                  C                        0.54                          0.54   0.54   0.55
  20 mm                           A                        0.85                          0.86   0.86   0.88
                                  B                        0.82                          0.83   0.79   0.83
                                  C                        0.91                          0.88   0.88   0.90

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

![Perfusion defects on the iodine map on (left) location 1, with a diameter of 50 mm, (middle) same location but with a perfusion defect of 25 mm that is invisible mainly due to other small perfusion defects, and (right) of location 3, with a diameter of 25 mm. All images have a difference in precontrast and contrast‐enhanced scans of 20 mm and used algorithm A (ww/wl: 60/30). \[Color figure can be viewed at <http://wileyonlinelibrary.com>\]](MP-46-2264-g012){#mp13496-fig-0012}

3.G.. Influence of noise {#mp13496-sec-0019}
------------------------

Figure [13](#mp13496-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the three different noise levels that were obtained by changing the number of incident photons in the CT simulations. The median residual errors are shown in Table [8](#mp13496-tbl-0008){ref-type="table"}. Algorithm B was insensitive to increased noise, while algorithm A showed changes within 0.04 mm, and for algorithm C, the impact on the error was larger but decreased with increased difference in respiratory level. There is also no clear reduction visible in residual error when the dose is increased (\<0.07 mm), except for algorithm B that did not introduce any initial errors when the diaphragm levels were equal.

![(left) 0.1× of the original dose, (middle) original dose, (right) 2× the original dose. All images are 1 mm thick and have a ww/wl of −600/1600.](MP-46-2264-g013){#mp13496-fig-0013}

###### 

The median of the residual errors of each registration algorithm for diaphragm position differences 0 mm, 8 mm, and 20 mm between precontrast and contrast‐enhanced CT images, with different levels of noise

  Diaphragm position difference   Registration algorithm   Median residual errors (mm)          
  ------------------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------------- ------ ------
  0 mm                            A                        0                             0      0
                                  B                        0.29                          0      0.29
                                  C                        0.33                          0.26   0.57
  8 mm                            A                        0.49                          0.48   0.52
                                  B                        0.49                          0.46   0.49
                                  C                        0.54                          0.51   0.69
  20 mm                           A                        0.85                          0.86   0.89
                                  B                        0.82                          0.83   0.82
                                  C                        0.91                          0.88   1.04

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

4. Discussion {#mp13496-sec-0020}
=============

In a situation that simulates the average motion in a normal breathing patient (8 mm diaphragm difference), the current commercial subtraction software could compensate for respiratory motion within a median error of 0.49 mm, similar to the other state‐of‐the‐art algorithms. This implies that motion correction in subtraction imaging is accurate enough to detect and characterize large area differences of iodine enhancement in the lungs of at least 50 mm and larger, such as for the detection of perfusion defects in patients with pulmonary embolism, without much negative influence of major registration errors caused by breathing. The success of the algorithms for perfusion defects between 25 and 50 mm depends on their location. Areas that have small registration errors will depict these defects, but otherwise they will not be visible. We did not investigate smaller perfusion defects (\<25 mm), in detail, but most likely they will often not be shown correctly and therefore cannot be detected. As mentioned, subsegmental perfusion defects are in the centimeter range,[11](#mp13496-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} which explains why they are reported as usually visible in previous studies.[1](#mp13496-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#mp13496-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#mp13496-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#mp13496-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, since the appropriateness of treating very small subsegmental embolisms is debatable, in cases where these perfusion defects are not depicted, this might not have a deleterious impact on the diagnosis and determination of prognosis of PE.[21](#mp13496-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#mp13496-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} The perfusion maps may be less accurate, for structures in the paracardiac, above the diaphragm, and ventral subpleural regions, due to larger movement caused by breathing. This could be checked in clinical practice by generating minimal intensity projections of the iodine maps. In general, larger diaphragm differences between the precontrast and contrast‐enhanced scans create larger errors. For large diaphragm position differences, the error could be of magnitudes equivalent to one or two voxels. Beam hardening artifacts have major impact on the iodine map, but not on the residual error of the registration algorithms. A severe increase in noise in the image affects the results of the registration algorithm, but the impact in registration errors for the iodine map is smaller than that on the overall precontrast and contrast‐enhanced image quality, which makes the image inappropriate for diagnosis. All other simulations with differences in body movement, and iodine enhancement, did not have a major relevant impact on the accuracy of the registration algorithms for large area differences in iodine distribution. Registration for the detection of enhancement in pulmonary nodules smaller than 5 mm is only reliable in the upper half of the lungs (avoiding the area around the heart) for a 20 mm difference between the diaphragm levels. At this diaphragm level difference, in the lower part of the lungs, the residual error is larger than the size of the nodule, making the detection of pulmonary nodule enhancement may not be reliable. However, for average clinical scans, with a difference in diaphragm level of 8 mm, the registration for the detection of enhancement of pulmonary nodules is reliable except for the paracardiac region and the regions closest to the diaphragm.

For evaluation of this type of motion correction algorithms, it is important to use a phantom with anatomical structures, representing vessels and airways, of similar spatial distribution as encountered in clinical practice. This is due to the fact that the algorithms use the structures inside the lungs as references for their registration. Hence, the use of the newest version of the XCAT phantom, which has been reported to be closer to clinical reality in terms of the airways and vessels than the previous version,[13](#mp13496-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} was important to maximize the relevance of this study.

These phantom simulations enable objective comparison of registration algorithms by providing a known ground truth. This study demonstrated that the newer Canon registration algorithm shows an, albeit small, improvement in performance compared to the current commercially available algorithm, especially in the paracardiac region. Algorithms A and B were tested in previous studies with different methods and smaller diaphragm motion,[15](#mp13496-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#mp13496-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} with similar results. However, in those works, the authors evaluated the residual error in each direction individually instead of its absolute magnitude, and only reported the mean and standard deviation in estimating the movement of 100 landmarks rather than evaluating all voxels included in the lungs, as done in this work. The MEVIS DIS‐CO algorithm is used for registration of chest CT images acquired longitudinally for nodule follow‐up, but this study shows that it is also appropriate for use in subtraction CT for pulmonary perfusion evaluation, resulting in good registration of the two scans and a better performance in the paracardiac regions. Although the prototype algorithm shows better results when the diaphragm changes position due to respiratory motion, the presence of whole body movement had a negative impact on its performance, especially in the lateral and craniocaudal directions.

Our study has a few limitations. First, we investigated the accuracy of the registration algorithms with synthetic digital phantom images instead of real patient images. However, this gave us the major advantage that we have a known ground truth for each voxel, which is impossible with real patient data. Therefore, this is the only method possible to investigate, objectively, the performance of each registration algorithm.

Second, we only investigated motion correction for differences in respiratory phase that reflected the vast majority (98%) of clinical cases. Since residual error increases with larger differences in diaphragm position, it is likely that extreme motion will lead to larger registration inaccuracies.

Third, the phantom simulates respiratory and cardiac motion. It was not possible to add vascular pulsation, but we did not consider this an issue, since these pulsations are small compared to the other two sources of motion, and would probably not influence the registration performance much.

Finally, a male digital phantom was used that was based on scans of healthy volunteers. The motion for patients suffering disease might be different. Although this phantom is an excellent tool for this purpose, this "healthy" phantom does not reflect the situation of patients with significant chest abnormalities, such as atelectasis, pleural fluid, consolidations, and chest deformities. It is unknown what the effect of these pathologies would be on the performance of the registration algorithms.

The median residual error of less than a single voxel suggests that with further improvement around the heart, and for larger differences in diaphragm levels that are above clinical average, they could, in the future, also be used for temporal subtraction in multiphase imaging for pulmonary nodule characterization and follow‐up, and for assessment of pulmonary inflammation. For pulmonary nodules of 5 mm or larger, at clinical relevant diaphragm levels between the precontrast and contrast‐enhanced scan, the residual error is below 2 mm. Therefore, for pulmonary nodules 5 mm diameter or larger located away from the paracardiac and the diaphragm regions, the use of registration for subtraction CT is reliable.

For readers who would be interested in testing their own registration algorithms on these images and compare their performance to the results presented here, these have been made publicly available in a new challenge that can be found at <https://lumic.grand-challenge.org/>.

5. Conclusion {#mp13496-sec-0021}
=============

Registration algorithms for temporal subtraction CT imaging can accurately compensate for respiratory motion between scans. Therefore, at least from the point of view of differences in breathing, cardiac phase, amount of iodine contrast, beam hardening artifacts, and whole patient movement, iodine maps for evaluation of vascular obliteration sequelae can be generated reliably in most patients, with a median residual error that is smaller than one voxel. These conditions do not cause large errors in registration, but they can influence the resulting iodine map, especially the beam hardening artifacts. Perfusion defects such as those caused by pulmonary embolism that is larger than 50 mm will be depicted in the iodine maps, even if median registration errors of 7.7 mm are present in the specific area.
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